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ABSTRACT

The thermal flow transferred through the soil represents an important rate of the thermal flow dissipated to the outside by the 

buildings, mainly by the low ones. The buildings architectural solutions associated to the structural solutions, meant to carry 

out buildings with a low energy consumption used by the thermal utilities (heating / cooling) emphasize the impact of the 

building – soil boundary on the building thermal response. This article presents a hybrid calculation model of the soil thermal 

response to the indoor and outdoor random thermal loads, based on the combining the model specific to the steady-state 

solution by the conforming transformations method used in the case of the previously mentioned boundary and the Unitary 

Thermal Response (RTU) method specific to the impulse thermokinetics used in the case of virtual similar environments 

operating as a model, which substitutes the real environment (soil). 

The article also presents the results of the experiments performed on the CE INCERC Bucharest experimental building in the 

cold seasons 2003 and 2004. The deviations between the thermal flow experimental values and those theoretically determined 

by the INVAR software, ranging between 2.48 % and 5.45 % certify the proposed calculation model. The practical use of the 

calculation model is meant for the boundaries between the building and soil in several variants; it is included as a calculation 

method in the Romanian EPB (building energy performance) calculation method, Mc 001 / 1-2006.
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REZUMAT

special a celor cu nivel 

ire-

rezolv rii î ar prin metoda transform rilor conforme aplicat  frontierei susmen ionat , 

Termic Unitar (RTU), proprie termocineticii impulsionale aplicat

substituie mediu real (solul). 

Se ri realizate pe suportul cl , în sezoanele reci 

2003 i 2004. Abaterile între valorile experimentale de flux termic i cele determinate teoretic prin utilizarea programului de 

calcul INVAR, cuprinse între 2,48 % i 5,45 %, certific  modelul de calcul propus. Aplicarea practic  a modelului de calcul se 

adreseaz  frontierelor dintre cl dire i sol în diferite variante de realizare i este inclus  ca metod  de calcul în metodologia 

autohton  de calcul al PEC, Mc 001/1 – 2006.
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